
Narrow-mouth Frog Public Toilet(SUWON, ROK)

Name  Narrow-mouth Frog 
 Public Toilet Location Manseok Park, SUWON, ROK

Type  Public Toilet (managed by local government)

Year of 
Installation  March 2020

Size  Total 100.19 ㎡  (Male 38㎡ Female 43㎡ Other 19.19㎡)
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 ※ Other energy-saving or eco-friendly facilities
  - Automatic flashing switch installation for power saving
  - Urinal automatic flushing sensor
  - LED lights



Exterior View

○ It is located near the narrow-mouth frog ecology 

learning center and the ecology observation path in 

Manseok Park, Suwon, ROK. It is named after the 

narrow-mouth frog. (All public toilets in Suwon have 

their own names according to characteristics such as 

the place of installation or the shape of the toilet.)

     There is also a playground nearby, so it is a toilet 

that citizens use a lot.



○ CCTV connected to the City Safety Integration Center 

is installed around the toilet, so you can use it with 

more safely.



Men’s Room

【Entrance, Interior View] 

○ Gender is indicated on the door with a simple 

pictogram, garden and Jangdok(Korean traditional 

platform for crocks of sauces and condiments) is 

installed inside to create a comfortable atmosphere.



【Urinal, Toilet Compartment-Sitting Toilet】

  ○ The urinal automatic flushing sensor is installed to save 

water so that only the optimal flow rate required for 

urine washing is used.



【Washing Basin】

○ The sink is equipped with a low washing basin for 

children, a hand dryer, and water soap for the 

convenience of users.



【Wall-mount Type Diaper Change Table】

○ Diaper changing tables and collection boxes have been 

installed in the men's restrooms to ensure that any 

user accompanying infants and toddlers, regardless of 

gender, will not feel any inconvenience.



【Disabled Toilet】 

○ The door to the disabled toilet is equipped with an 

automatic door for convenient use, and an automatic 

flushing seat, handle, and automatic sensor faucet 

are installed.



○ Multiple emergency bells are installed next to the toilet 

and under the wall so that you can call for help in any 

urgent situation, such as when you fall or suddenly 

collapse.

     In addition, a chair for infants and toddlers has been 

installed so that families with young children can use 

it.



Ladies’ Room

【Entrance, Interior View】



【Sitting Toilet】

○ The ladies’ room is equipped with a wall-mount baby 

chair and a toilet for kids. 



○ Emergency bells were installed in each toilet compartment, 

and illegal filming cameras were inspected monthly to 

create a safe toilet use environment.

  ○ When you press the button on the emergency bell, the 

warning light works with a ringing sound, so you can 

ask for help from the outside in case of a emergency.



【Washing Basin】

【Diaper Changer Table】

 



【Disabled Toilet】



Other Amenities

  ○ It is a public toilet that has obtained an excellent 

grade in the barrier-free living environment 

certification and is a toilet that anyone can use 

conveniently and safely.



  ○ Braille information boards for the visually impaired have 

been installed so that people with disabilities can use the 

toilets by following the guide lines of the guide boards, 

and voice guidance is also available.



  ○ A wall-mounted hand sanitizer dispenser was installed at 

the entrance to the public toilet to prevent infectious 

diseases, making it easy for anyone to use and 

manage.



  ○ An automatic flashing switch is installed to save energy.

○ Air conditioning is installed, so you can use it 

comfortably regardless of the weather outside.


